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The decision whether to proceed with complete axillary node dissection based on sentinel node status is clear
for patients with negative or macrometastatic disease. However, the course of action based on sentinel node
micrometastasis remains controversial. We reviewed 358 cases from 6/1999 to 7/2003. All sentinel nodes were
evaluated at three levels by frozen section, touch preparation, and scrape preparation. Micrometastasis
was defined as tumor deposits between 0.2 and 2mm. Size, grade, and lymphvascular invasion of the primary
tumor, as well as number, status, size of metastatic disease, and presence of extranodal capsular extension
of sentinel and nonsentinel nodes were recorded. Of the 358 cases, 89 had positive sentinel nodes, 29 of
which represented micrometastases. Only one (3%) of the 29 cases contained a nonsentinel node with
macrometastasis. In 60 of the 89 cases sentinel nodes contained macrometastases. Of these, 38 cases (63%)
had metastatic tumor in nonsentinel nodes. Intraoperative consult was performed in 53 of the 89 cases with
positive sentinel nodes. Only 1 of the 19 (5%) intraoperative consult cases with micrometastatic sentinel nodes
had positive nonsentinel nodes, while 21 of 34 (62%) of macrometastatic sentinel nodes at intraoperative
consult had tumor in nonsentinel nodes. No single variable studied discriminated between micro- vs
macrometastatic disease. At intraoperative consult, macrometastatic disease was present in all three diagnostic
preparations, while diagnostic material in micrometastatic sentinel nodes was usually present in only one
modality. This analysis suggests that the risk of finding tumor in nonsentinel nodes differs significantly
between cases with micro (3%)- vs macro (63%)-metastatic disease in sentinel nodes. This holds true for cases
assessed by intraoperative consult. Considering the known morbidity of complete axillary dissection,
assessments of risk vs benefit of undertaking this procedure should be performed on a case-by-case basis
in patients with sentinel node micrometastases.
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Sentinel node mapping for patients with breast
cancer and clinically negative axilla has become
the standard of care in many cancer centers. While it
is well documented that this technique accurately
predicts axillary node status in over 90% of the
cases,1–8 there are many relevant clinical decisions
and surgical practices that have not been completely
standardized. These include: (a) immediate com-
plete axillary dissection based on sentinel node

status at intraoperative consult vs complete
axillary dissection as part of a second surgical
procedure; (b) clinical value of complete axillary
dissection following sentinel node micrometasta-
sis;9–11 (c) clinical significance of tumor deposits
less than 0.2mm in size, detected either by hema-
toxylin and eosin (H&E), immunohistochemistry, or
cytology alone;12,13 (d) the best intraoperative con-
sult detection method for metastatic disease (frozen
section vs cytology);14–18 (e) the definition of
sentinel node micrometastatic disease at intraopera-
tive consult; and (f) when to stop evaluating sentinel
nodes in the presence of possible micrometastasis at
intraoperative consult.9,10,19,20 Until the results from
larger prospective studies such as NSABP-B32 and
ACOS-OG-ZOO-11 become available, the answers to
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most of these clinical questions will remain con-
troversial.

In this retrospective study, we address the
predictive value of sentinel node micrometastasis
in terms of probability of identifying metastatic
disease in other lymph nodes submitted as addi-
tional sentinel nodes and/or nonsentinel nodes. We
specifically focus on the issue of diagnosing micro-
metastatic disease at intraoperative consult and
assessing the value of immediate complete axillary
dissection if micrometastatic disease is found.

Materials and methods

We retrospectively reviewed and subclassified the
outcomes of 358 sentinel node procedures per-
formed at a single institution from 7/1999 to 6/
2003 according to sentinel node and nonsentinel
node status: Group I¼ (�) sentinel nodes, (�)
nonsentinel nodes; Group II¼ (�) sentinel nodes
with no nonsentinel nodes; Group III¼ (þ ) sentinel
nodes, (�) nonsentinel nodes; Group IV¼ (þ )
sentinel nodes, (þ ) nonsentinel nodes and Group
V¼ (�) sentinel nodes, (þ ) nonsentinel nodes
(Figure 1). Subsequently, each group was analyzed
for number of sentinel nodes and nonsentinel nodes
involved by tumor, size of metastatic disease,
primary tumor grade, primary tumor size, presence
of lymphvascular invasion, and extracapsular nodal
extension. To evaluate the predictive value of
sentinel node micrometastatic disease in terms of
other sentinel node and nonsentinel node status,
only the cases having at least one positive sentinel
node (Groups III and IV), regardless of metastatic
deposit size (Figures 2 and 3) and more than 10
nonsentinel nodes were evaluated.

Definition of Sentinel Node

In our institution, sentinel nodes are defined as: (a)
any clinically suspicious lymph node at the time of surgery (regardless of radioactive count), (b) lymph

nodes having the highest radioactive count, and (c)
lymph nodes with radioactive counts at least 20% of
the highest count lymph node.21

Intraoperative Sentinel Node Evaluation

Any specimen meeting criteria for sentinel node and
submitted for intraoperative consult was transver-
sely sectioned at 1.5mm intervals along its long
axis. The cut sections were grossly examined, with
scrape preparations (scrape-prep) and touch pre-
parations (touch-prep) performed for alcohol-fixed
H&E-stained slides. The specimens then were
entirely frozen in multiple cassettes, depending on
the size of the node and number of cut sections.
Three levels (superficial, middle, and deep) were
obtained from each block and stained by regular
rapid H&E method. When multiple sentinel nodes

Figure 1 Distribution of 358 cases according to sentinel node
status.

Figure 2 Single node involvement in cases with sentinel node (þ );
nonsentinel node (�) micrometastatic disease vs multiple node
involvement in cases with sentinel node (þ ) macrometastatic
disease.

Figure 3 Nonsentinel node positivity (micro- or macrometastases)
is significantly lower in patients with sentinel node micrometa-
stasis than in patients with sentinel node macrometastatic disease
(3 vs 63%; P¼ 0.005).
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corresponding to a single case were submitted for
intraoperative consult, the sentinel nodes were
processed according to their radioactive counts,
stopping at the detection of metastatic disease either
by cytology (touch-prep and/or scrape-prep) and/or
frozen section. Any sentinel node intraoperative
consult with tumor detected either by cytology or
frozen section led to a complete axillary dissection.

Permanent Sentinel Node Histologic Procedure

Sentinel nodes submitted for permanent processing
were transversely sectioned along the long axis at
1.5mm intervals. These sections were entirely
submitted in cassettes and sent to histology, where
three H&E slides representing the superficial, mid-
dle, and deep aspect of the node were obtained.
Intervening sections between the different levels
were retained on unstained slides for possible
immunohistochemical analysis.

Definition of Micrometastasis and Isolated
Tumor Cells

Between late 1999 and early 2003, no distinction
was made between micrometastatic disease and
isolated tumor cells. Metastatic tumor cells isolated
or in clusters measuring o0.2mm either by H&E or
immunohistochemistry were regarded as microme-
tastatic disease. For the purpose of this study, all
cases previously diagnosed as positive for micro-
metastasis were reclassified according to the current
definition for breast micrometastatic disease pro-
vided by the AJCC 6th Edition Cancer Staging
Manual, which defines micrometastasis as a tumor
aggregate greater than 0.2 to 2.0mm in size.22

Isolated tumor cells and tumor cell clusters measur-
ing less than 0.2mm were regarded as metastatic
isolated tumor cells according to Singletary et al.23

Micrometastases and isolated tumor cell deposits
were measured with the aid of a calibrated micro-
meter eye piece and ruler.

Tumor Grade

Tumors were graded as grade I, II, and III, according
to the modified Bloom-Richardson histologic grad-
ing system, which is based on tubule formation,
nuclear pleomorphism, and mitotic count/activity.24

Results

Based on sentinel node and nonsentinel node status,
the 358 cases segregated into five groups (Figure 1):
Group I: sentinel node (�); nonsentinel node (�)¼
188 cases (52%); Group II: sentinel node (�) with no
nonsentinel node¼ 68 cases (19%); Group III:
sentinel node (þ ); nonsentinel node (�)¼ 50 cases
(14%); Group IV: sentinel node (þ ); nonsentinel
node (þ )¼ 39 cases (11%) and Group V: sentinel
node (�); nonsentinel node (þ )¼ 13 cases (4%).
The histopathologic characteristics of these groups:
tumor size, tumor grade, presence of lymphvascular
invasion, size of sentinel node metastasis, and
presence of extranodal metastatic extension are
shown in Table 1. In this series, all these variables
had statistically significant correlation with the
presence of nodal disease. Tumor size was signifi-
cantly different between node-negative and node-
positive cases, but did not predict micro- vs
macrometastatic disease (77% of the true node-
negative cases (sentinel node (�); nonsentinel node
(�)) were T1 lesions).

Tumor grade was significantly different between
the group of patients with node-negative disease and
those with macrometastatic disease: 31% of grade I
tumors in node-negative patients vs only 13% in
patients with macrometastasis. In addition, grade III

Table 1 Histopathologic characteristics of 358 cases according to sentinel node status

(�) SN and
(�) NSN
(n¼ 188)

(�) SN
and NSN

not sampled
(n¼68)

(+) SN and (�) NSN (+) SN and (+) NSN (�) SN and
(+) NSN
(n¼ 13)

P-value

Micro met
(n¼29)

Macro met
(n¼21)

Micro met
(n¼1)

Macro met
(n¼ 38)

L V I (n¼54) 13 (7%) 3 (4%) 11 (38%) 8 (38%) 0 (0%) 17 (45%) 2 (15%) o0.001
Extra caps ext.
nodal metsa

(n¼ 31)

N/A N/A 2 (7%) 8 (38%) 0 (0%) 17 (45%) 4 (31%) o0.001

Tumor grade
I (n¼95) 58 (31%) 21 (31%) 6 (21%) 2 (9%) 0 (0%) 5 (13%) 2 (15%) o0.05
II (n¼165) 85 (45%) 24 (35%) 19 (65%) 13 (62%) 1 (100%) 18 (47%) 6 (46%)
III (n¼ 98) 45 (24%) 23 (34%) 4 (14%) 6 (29%) 0 (0%) 15 (40%) 2 (15%)

Average tumor
size (cm)

1.8 1.5 2.8 2.7 2.5 o0.001

LVI¼Lymphvascular invasion; SN¼ sentinel node; NSN¼nonsentinel nodes; micromet¼micrometastasis; macromet¼macrometastasis.
a
Extra nodal capsular extension.
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tumors were more common in cases with macro-
metastatic disease (39%) than in patients with
micrometastatic disease (14%). Lymphvascular in-
vasion was significantly different between node-
negative (7%) vs node-positive patients for both,
micrometastatic (38%) and macrometastatic (42%),
but as in tumor size, lymphvascular invasion did not
differ significantly between patients with micro- vs
macrometastatic disease. The presence of nodal
extracapsular extension was significantly different
between cases with micro- and macrometastatic
disease, 7% for those with micrometastasis vs 42%
for those with macrometastasis.

The majority of patients with sentinel node
micrometastasis (28/29¼ 97%) had negative non-
sentinel nodes, contrasting with patients with
sentinel node macrometastasis in which only a
third of the patients had negative nonsentinel
nodes. Furthermore, the majority of patients with
positive sentinel node (either micro or macro) and
negative nonsentinel nodes had a single positive
node (41/50¼ 82%) (Figure 2). In this group, if the
sentinel node was involved by micrometastatic
disease, there was no other node (sentinel or
nonsentinel) involved by tumor in 90% (25/28) of
the cases. On the other hand, when macrometastatic
disease was identified, 27% (6/22) of the cases had
other nodes involved by tumor.

To compare the chances of finding metastatic
disease (micro or macro) in single vs multiple
sentinel and nonsentinel lymph nodes once a
diagnosis of micrometastasis is made either on
permanent histology (Figure 3) or at intraoperative
consult (Figure 4), groups III and IV were combined.
The resulting 89 cases (sentinel node (þ ) and
nonsentinel node (þ or �)) included 53 cases with
intraoperative consult.

A third of the cases from the permanent histology
group (29/89¼ 33%) had sentinel node micrometa-
stasis; 97% of these cases (28/29¼ 97%) were
nonsentinel node (�). Only 37% of the cases with

sentinel node macrometastasis (22/60¼ 37%) were
nonsentinel node (�), w2¼ 12.00; P¼ 0.0005. Similar
results were obtained when the intraoperative
consult group was analyzed under the same para-
meters: 95% of the cases with sentinel node
micrometastasis (18/19¼ 95%) were nonsentinel
node (�) vs only 38% of the cases with sentinel
node macrometastasis (13/34¼ 38%) that had (�)
nonsentinel node, w2¼ 6.27; P¼ 0.012.

The number of lymph nodes involved by meta-
static disease (sentinel or nonsentinel) after a
diagnosis of sentinel node metastasis, appeared
related to the size of metastatic disease (macro- vs
micrometastatic) in the sentinel node (Figure 5). Of
cases with micrometastasis, 86% (25/29) had a
single sentinel node involved by tumor, contrasting
with the cases showing sentinel node macrometa-
static disease, in which the majority of cases (44/
60¼ 73%) had more than one node (sentinel node or
nonsentinel node) involved by disease (w2¼ 8.185;
P¼ 0.0005).

Of the original 50 cases with (þ ) sentinel node and
(�) nonsentinel node (Group III), 31 had intraopera-
tive consult resulting in 18 cases with sentinel node
micrometastasis and 13 cases with sentinel node
macrometastasis (Figure 6). All cases with sentinel
node macrometastasis at intraoperative consult had
evidence of tumor cells in both the cytologic
preparations (touch-prep and/or scrape-prep) and in
the frozen section material. Of the 18 cases with final
axillary node status positive for micrometastasis, four
cases were missed at intraoperative consult, and in
only five cases, tumor was present in both cytology
and frozen section diagnostic preparations. For the
remaining cases, tumor cells were detected by
cytology alone in five cases, three cases had tumor
cells in the frozen section only, and in one case only
frozen section was performed.

At the time of intraoperative consult, there were
cases in which the presence of metastatic disease
was difficult to prove either on H&E sections or

Figure 4 Nonsentinel node positivity (micro- or macrometastases)
remains significantly lower at intraoperative consult in patients
with sentinel node micrometastasis, than in patients with
sentinel node macrometastatic disease (5 vs 64%: P¼0.012).

Figure 5 Patients with sentinel node micrometastatic disease are
more likely to have only one sentinel node involved by tumor, in
contrast to patients with sentinel node macrometastatic disease
(86% compared to 27%).
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cytologic preparations alone (Figure 7a and b).
Figure 7c and d show examples of cases in which
isolated tumor cells detected by cytokeratin stains
were classified as metastatic disease with subse-

quent complete axillary dissection (these cases were
not included in the presented data).

Discussion

We address the rationale of proceeding with a
complete axillary node dissection as part of a single
surgical procedure, based solely on sentinel node
status at intraoperative consult. This rationale is
relevant as the clinical significance and morpho-
logic definition of micrometastatic disease in breast
carcinoma are currently under scrutiny.9,12,25,26 Clini-
cians should be aware of the diagnostic limitations
of the frozen section, not only in terms of sensitivity,
but also in terms of accurate representation of
metastatic tumor size. Surgical pathologists should
also understand the clinical implication of a
complete axillary dissection based on a positive
sentinel node intraoperative consult evidenced
by single or limited clusters of malignant cells
present only in cytologic preparations. In those
cases, the cells in question may very well represent

Figure 6 Cases with sentinel node macrometastasis had positive
frozen section and cytology (touch-prep and/or scrape-prep)
evaluation. While in patients with micrometastatic disease, there
was no consistent diagnostic method (frozen section or cytology)
to detect metastasis.

Figure 7 (a) � 20 H&E section of tumor deposit in sentinel node measuring o1mm. (b) �20 H&E cytology preparation showing tumor
cells in a sentinel node measuring o1mm. (c) � 10 Cytokeratin-stained section from sentinel node showing single tumor cells. (d) �10
H&E and cytokerain stains of tumor deposits o0.02mm in sentinel node.
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subcapsular tumoral deposits, benign transport,
benign inclusions, etc.,27,28 and may not necessarily
be true metastatic deposits (Figure 7a–d).

The size of sentinel node metastases, presence of
extranodal extension in sentinel node, tumor size
42 cm, more than one positive sentinel node, and
lymphvascular invasion in the primary tumor have
been identified as potential clinicopathologic fea-
tures that could predict or increase the likelihood
of nonsentinel node metastasis.29,30 Degnim et al
performed a meta-analysis of 15 previous studies in
which it was shown that the presence of any one of
these characteristics would increase the likelihood
of nonsentinel node metastasis by at least twofold,
and that any subgroup with just one of these
characteristics present had a 410% chance of
nonsentinel node metastasis. While in this series,
tumor size (T1 vs T2 or greater), size of sentinel node
metastasis (macro- vsmicrometastasis), tumor grade,
presence of lymphvascular invasion, and extranodal
extension of sentinel node metastases were all found
to significantly increase the chance for metastatic
disease (either micro or macrometastatic) in sentinel
and nonsentinel nodes as expected, they did not
necessarily discriminate between patients with
micro- vs macrometastatic nodal disease. The only
variable found to significantly differ between pa-
tients with micro- vs macrometastasis was the
presence of metastatic extracapsular nodal exten-
sion, and even so, this variable was not uniformly
present in all patients with macrometastatic positive
nodes (either sentinel or nonsentinel) nor was it
restricted to large, high-grade tumors (Table 1).
Many retrospective analyses trying to identify a
group of breast cancer patients in whom axillary
dissection could potentially be avoided19,20,31 have
been attempted. This study suggests that complete
axillary dissections could be avoided in patients
with grade I tumors, tumors of special histologic
type, and those 1 cm or less, even with sentinel node
micrometastatic disease. Divergent results between
studies may be the result of patient selection criteria
and differences in the methods used to identify,
sample, or process sentinel nodes, among other
factors.

The prognostic significance of axillary nodal
status in breast cancer patients is not only deter-
mined by the size of metastatic disease per se, but
more importantly, by the number of nodes involved.
In this series, the chances of identifying more than
one positive node after a diagnosis of sentinel node
micrometastasis was significantly lower than when
a sentinel node was found to contain macrometa-
static disease. Furthermore, our data suggest that
regardless of primary tumor size and grade, lymph-
vascular invasion and extracapsular nodal meta-
static extension, the presence of sentinel node
micrometastases at intraoperative consult or on
permanent histology does not guarantee additional
metastatic disease in other sentinel or nonsentinel
nodes. Patients with single node micrometastasis

appear to represent a different subset of breast
cancer patients in which the prognostic significance
of their axillary node status is not yet fully under-
stood. Furthermore, their nodal status may or may
not directly impact their treatment options in terms
of chemotherapy and further axillary surgical treat-
ment. To universally proceed with complete axillary
dissection immediately following a positive intrao-
perative consult or permanent histology diagnosis
of sentinel node micrometastasis, appears to defeat
the purpose of sentinel node mapping. As in the
majority of these patients, the likelihood of other
positive nodes is very low.

To avoid unnecessary surgical procedures, we
propose to forego performing immediate complete
axillary dissection in those patients who have an
intraoperative consult sentinel node diagnosis of
micrometastasis on frozen section or in the presence
of limited malignant cytologic material (such as
single cells, few clustered cells, etc.) not present in
the corresponding frozen section. Our data suggest
that complete axillary dissection may not be needed
in cases where micrometastatic disease is found in a
sentinel node. The risk of complete axillary dissec-
tion should be carefully weighed against the benefit
of undertaking this procedure in such cases.
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